SUE’S NEWS
Sunday June 17, 2018
SHIRT of the DAY
Monday June 18 – ` (any pink shirt that does not have a competing logo) or a white certified officials
shirt or white AAU shirt.
MID-DAY TRANSPORTATION
If you only work one wave, vans will pick you up at the hotel. The first van should arrive at approx
1230 or 1 pm at the hotel. The vans will pick up and drop off at the back of the hotel. There are 2
separate pick up points at the convention center. The BUSSES pick up and drop off at the side of the
building. The vans pick up and drop off at the parking lot stairs. It is better during the day to wait in
the north referees lounge until someone announces that a van is here


Busses load and unload on the side stairs.



Vans load and unload at the bottom of the parking lot stairs.

Mid-day transportation is only on the north side. Sorry if you worked on the south side, you must
come to the north side.
The evening bus starts running at 7 pm and picks up only on the north side.
HOTEL INFO
If your roommate did not show up, please let me know immediately, so I can figure out what is going
on. Thank you.
ROSTERS
 Both referees check roster together.
 At completion, check correct winning and losing teams
o If you realize you made a mistake, please tell your lead ref or desk immediately.
 If a coach gets a receipt for adding a player, the coach needs to keep the receipt and you need
to note the player addition on the scoresheet.
CORRECT BALL
Make sure you get the correct ball. 10's, 11's, and 12's need a LITE ball and all of them look the
same.
COACH at TABLE
 The coach MUST be at the table for the entire match. Please be observant.
TWO FLIPCHARTS
You must always use 2 flipcharts for every match – one on the table and one on the opposite side. If
you do not/cannot find your second flipchart, go to championship to get another one.
SCHEDULE REQUESTS
Request for schedule changes need to be turned in 2 days in advance of the requested date. So if
you want to only work Thursday pm, you must make the request by Tuesday.

REFEREE LOUNGE
Please use the referee lounge to take a nap. There should be no sleeping by the courts.

TIME MANAGEMENT
Referees – be mindful of your time management. You do not want to make your signals faster, but
you want to shorten the time between the end of the play and the beckon for the next serve. As the
server walks back to serve, check the receiving team. As the server crosses the endline and faces
you, you should be ready to beckon for serve. Do not rush the server, but be ready when the server
is ready. If the server stops and looks at you, that’s too long.
MAILCHIMP
A number of referees got ‘unsubscribed’ from the mailchimp mail service after the last message. I’m
not sure if it was on purpose or just accidental. I can add you back in if I need to. Check with your
buddy to see if they are getting the messages.
Here’s a list of who got ‘unsubscribed’:
- Jayson Cordero
- Shikira Wells
- Fono Fisaga
- Bill Wiseman
- Angel Soto
- Jose Ocasio
- Santiago Maldonado Jr
- Maureen McKannan
SHIRT EXCHANGES
At this time, we have not received any small sized shirts or jackets nor have we received any 3x/4x or
larger shirts or jackets. I do have some women’s larger sized jackets, so you can come in and try to
find something that fits. You must bring your unworn jacket to exchange. No exchanges will be done
before 9 am. I anticipate that I will get some more in a day or two but I cannot promise anything.

